Science, Gender, and Academic Mobility
Sharing Ideas for Gender-Sensitive Steps @ FCGGA
Interactive Workshop, 18.11.2022, 09:00 – 13:00, UZA II

Join this interactive workshop to share visions and develop ideas, recommendations, and initiatives for gender-sensitive changes at the Faculty for Earth Sciences, Geography and Astronomy

Please register online by Nov 4
Invitation

Science, Gender, and Academic Mobility: Sharing Ideas for Gender-Sensitive Steps at Our Faculty

Interactive Workshop, 18.11.2022, 09:00 – 13:00 at the UZA II

Date: Friday, 18.11.2022, 09:00-13:00 – afterwards snacks & networking space
Venue: UZA II, Eberhard Clar Saal (2B204), Josef-Holaubek-Platz 2, 1090 Vienna
Workshop moderation: Mag.ª Dr.ª Maria Dabringer, diversity trainer and lecturer at UNIVIE
Registration until 04.11.2022: fpga.univie.ac.at/ScienceGenderMobility

As part of the established Gender and Diversity Initiative at the Faculty of Earth Sciences, Geography and Astronomy, this half-day interactive workshop aims at identifying gender- and mobility-related challenges and developing ideas for initiatives, actions and support for FEGA scientists.

The Faculty invites all interested members of scientific staff to

- **identify the challenges** regarding gender roles and mobility for scientists
- **acknowledge the unequal impacts** depending on the personal situations considering intersecting social dimensions like gender, family status (and care obligations), socio-cultural background, ...
- **exchange topic-related experiences** at the different career levels and within different organizational units (at our Faculty and beyond),
- **share visions, suggestions, and recommendations** for a positive gender-sensitive future at our faculty.

**Aim of the interactive workshop:** Working out specific ideas and first steps for gender-sensitive changes at our Faculty together.

We look forward to welcoming you!

Please register until 04.11.2022 under fpga.univie.ac.at/ScienceGenderMobility (number of participants limited, first come, first served). Please note that the event follows the COVID-rules at given time. For further information please contact Heidemarie Weinhäupl (dekanat.fgga@univie.ac.at).